
Dear Fellow Copper Valley Residents, October 25, 2023 

CSD is nearing completion of changes/upgrades to the Copper Valley entry gate. This letter is intended to 
notify you of the options you and your guests have for entry into our community. If you currently have 
another mechanism not listed here to enter the community, such as a five-digit code, it will no longer work. 

Privacy Gate Video Monitoring

Whenever a vehicle approaches the entry gate and the gate is triggered to open, the gate camera will take a 
time-stamped photo of the car and its front license plate. As the vehicle completes passage through the 
gate, another photo will be taken of the rear plate of the car. 

Gate Entry Options 

If you have an RFID sticker in an appropriate location on your vehicle (such as the center of your windshield, 
behind your rearview mirror), the right-side entry gate will open for you as you approach. 
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 Remote Transmitter (“Clickers”) will continue Swipe Cards will continue  
to open the right-side entry gate for you   to open the left side gate for you  

  The Swipe Card Reader is located 
  on the Call Box 

The Call Box is mounted on the wall of the Gate House 
And is accessible to drivers in left -side entry lane 

 An Emergency Vehicle gate opener 
       is located above the Call Box 



The Call Box display provides the means for a guest to contact a Copper Valley resident who is empowered to 
open the gate by using their landline or cell phone. When the guest selects the resident from the Call Box 
display, the Call Box will “call” the resident’s “primary” phone number (landline or cell phone) that is listed in 
its directory. If the resident does not answer the call on the primary phone, the call box will automatically call 
the resident’s “secondary” phone number. When the Call Box makes contact with the resident, the resident 
may open the left side entry gate by pressing the “9” button on their phone. Note that the resident does not 
need to be home to open the gate – the resident can be anywhere in the world where he/she has phone 
service.  

If you have any questions, please call or email:

Ralph McGeorge 209-768-5537/mcgeorgeCVCSD@caltel.com or 
Greg Hebard 209-768-5678/hebardcvcsd@caltel.com 
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